
CLUES 

ACROSS
 7 Greyish computer, a choice round university (8)
 9 Cold drink in prisons (6)
 10 Secure period for avoiding fare (4)
 11 Bet America after reform is supportive (10)
 12 Company in theatre feature? (6)
 14 Public music business pushed back extra work (8)
 15 New Young Conservatives interrupting last part of 

meeting, carelessly (6)
 17 Papers support Democrat, bringer of luck (6)
 20 Slip hero devised for despicable coward (8)
 22,23 Choose errors? Fuss breaks out (6,3,7)
 24 Greek character close to protest tightly drawn (4)
 25 Like better official in person (6)
 26 A long mop works in area for tots? (8)

Instructions

The solution to 22,23 across, not further defined, explains 
how eight others need to be treated before entry in the grid. 
The clues for these eight contain a conventional definition 
and their wordplay produces the letters to be entered, which 
are not real words.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 4 November. 
You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.
com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly 
prize.
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DOWN
 1 Spies on habitual movement in South Africa, creating 

disorder (8)
 2 Locate second trophy (4)
 3 Claim, say, jazz singer raised (6)
 4 Fight over common woman’s cleaning tools (8)
 5 Rare brute agitated holding power, comic strip              

character (6,4)
 6 Southern Switzerland is beginning to minimise division 

(6)
 8 Oddball mowed a stretch of grassland (6)
 13 Variable purpose found by copper in drinking              

establishment — link’s put to it? (6,4)
 16 Writing after departure? (8)
 18 Made a demand against Barrymore, say, going after 

success (4,4)
 19 Writer upset cat? There’s confusion (4-2)
 21 Mention central European river’s smells (6)
 22 Timelessly entertaining — what car washers do? (6)
 24 Cloak taken up in Chicago township (4)


